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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS
This pack includes tests that assess standards covering craft and 

structure. I have aligned them with Common Core, but because reading 

comprehension skills are assessed similarly across the board, you can 

easily use these even if you don’t use Common Core. 

In the bottom left-hand corner of each page, there is a symbol. These 

denote the grade level of the passage and questions. 

2nd grade         3rd grade          4th grade          5th grade

I have written four levels of passages in fiction and nonfiction genres, as 

well as three levels of questions for each standard. This is to allow for 

differentiation for your learners. For instance, if a student is reading on 

a 3rd grade level in 5th grade, you might still give him the 5th grade 

questions, but give the 3rd grade passage. This will truly assess if he can 

perform the skill, not if he can read the passage given. Of course, you don’t 
have to do this, it is just one of the many options I’ve provided in this pack. 

I created a variety of long and short passages, as well as questions for 

each standard for each passage. The questions are not numbered so that 

you can mix and match them to create a longer test covering the skills you 

desire, or use them independently. I included the short passages with their 

grade level appropriate questions on one page*, but also on two separate 

pages so that you may still mix and match the passage levels and questions 

if you’d like. 
Thank you!

~Jivey    ideasbyjivey@gmail.com

*second grade passages do not have questions
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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS

VERY IMPORTANT FOR THIS SET
Standards RL.4.6, RI.4.6, RI.5.5, and RI.5.6 

ask students to use two texts, so there are 

some question sets that require two 

passages from this assessment pack to be 

used in order to answer the questions. They 

are marked with an asterisk (*) on the table 

of contents. The questions pages also tell 

students to use two texts in the directions. 
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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS

~MIX AND MATCH POSSIBILITIES~
assess for ONE standard:

example- one long passage and two short passages

example- four short passages (fiction and/or nonfiction)

The ways to combine the texts and standards are ENDLESS, 

but these next pages offer several suggestions. 

There is no limit to the number of tests that can be made with this pack!
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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS
~MIX AND MATCH POSSIBILITIES~

assess MULTIPLE standards:

example- questions for all standards with only one passage

example- questions for two standards with two passages
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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS
~MIX AND MATCH POSSIBILITIES~

assess MULTIPLE genres AND standards:

example- save paper with text and questions on first page

(with fiction and nonfiction)

example- two poems

assessing only two standards

NONFICTION

FICTION
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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS
~MIX AND MATCH POSSIBILITIES~

assess grade level skills with a lower grade level text:

2nd grade level text

4th grade level questions
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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS
~MIX AND MATCH POSSIBILITIES~

assess grade level skills with a higher grade level text:

4th grade level text

3rd grade level questions
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Underwater Forests

When you think of forests, you probably think of those on land, like 

pine forests or rainforests. But did you know there are underwater forests, too? 

These forests are filled with hundreds of living things, including plants called algae. 

Sometimes this algae is called seaweed.

One type of seaweed is a brown algae called giant kelp. It is the 

tallest of all the underwater plants. Kelp is a fast-growing plant that lives in cool, 

shallow ocean water. It can grow over one foot longer each day, growing as long as 

100 feet! A small area of kelp is called a bed. The large areas are called kelp 

forests. These underwater forests stretch for miles along the west coast of 

North America. 

Giant kelp has a stem called a stipe. A stipe is like a thick, flexible piece 

of rope. This helps the kelp bend and wave as the water moves. Leaf-like blades 

grow from the stipe. These blades provide shelter for many types of fish. 

The same way that land plants use the sun’s energy in their leaves to 

make food, kelp uses the sun’s energy to make food in its blades. Most types of 

kelp have little pods filled with air on the stipe near 

the blades. These pods are called bladders. The bladders

help the kelp blades float to the surface to absorb sunlight. 

One way kelp differs from land plants is that 

it doesn’t have roots. Instead, the base of the plant is a 
giant, tangled cluster of “fingers” called the holdfast. The 
holdfast acts as an anchor. It grips onto rocks on the sea 

floor to keep the kelp in place. An animal called a sea 

urchin will often eat through the holdfast, releasing it from its location. 

Many animals use large kelp forests for protection from predators. 

Sea otters, sea lions, seals, and gray whales hide in kelp from sharks and killer 

whales. They also eat the fish living there. Sea otters eat the sea urchins that can 

damage or kill the kelp as well. Birds feed on the fish, shrimp, jellyfish, and snails 

that live in and on the kelp. There is so much life in this ecosystem!

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.

What is a stipe?

a.  blade b.  rope

c.  stem d.  plant

The author describes a stipe, “like a thick, flexible piece of rope.” How does this 

help the reader? 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Which word can be used in place of stretch in the following sentence? 

These underwater forests stretch for miles along the west coast of North America.

a.  bounce b.  exercise

c.  give d.  spread

Why did the author write “fingers” (in quotation marks) in the following sentence? 

The base of the plant is a giant, tangled cluster of “fingers” called the holdfast.

a. someone is speaking

b. they aren’t actually fingers, but it’s a way to describe the holdfast

c. it’s the title of a chapter in a book

d. the author couldn’t think of another word

Write your own sentence to explain a kelp’s holdfast:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

R.4

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.

What is a stipe?

a.  blade b.  rope

c.  stem d.  plant

The author describes a stipe, “like a thick, flexible piece of rope.” How does this 

help the reader? 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Which word can be used in place of stretch in the following sentence? 

These underwater forests stretch for miles along the west coast of North America.

a.  bounce b.  exercise

c.  give d.  spread

Why did the author write “fingers” (in quotation marks) in the following sentence? 

The base of the plant is a giant, tangled cluster of “fingers” called the holdfast.

a. someone is speaking

b. they aren’t actually fingers, but it’s a way to describe the holdfast

c. it’s the title of a chapter in a book

d. the author couldn’t think of another word

Write your own sentence to explain a kelp’s holdfast:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

R.4

It helps the reader understand the stipe is not a thin, firm stem like most land 

plants have. 

Answers will vary. 

Possibility: A kelp’s holdfast keeps the plant in place by wrapping around a rock.

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.
R.5

Use the information from the passage to label the illustration of kelp:

bladder        blade       stipe

The illustration did not include the holdfast. Using the description from the 

passage, draw the holdfast on the illustration above and label it. 

In the website image below, draw a rectangle around the sidebar link that would 

help you find more information about the creatures that live in kelp.  Circle the 

sidebar link that would help you see where giant kelp lives. 

www.aquariuminfo.org

Visit the Aquarium

• Directions/Map

• Cost

Kelp Exhibit

• Animal Guide

• Kelp Bed Maps

• Preservation

Check out our newest 

exhibit at the aquarium: 

the kelp exhibit! You will 

see these hundred-foot 

plants up close! The exhibit 

is full of these brown algae 

plants, along with fish, 

crustaceans, and snails that 

are all native to the Pacific 

Ocean. 

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.
R.5

Use the information from the passage to label the illustration of kelp:

bladder        blade       stipe

The illustration did not include the holdfast. Using the description from the 

passage, draw the holdfast on the illustration above and label it. 

In the website image below, draw a rectangle around the sidebar link that would 

help you find more information about the creatures that live in kelp.  Circle the 

sidebar link that would help you see where giant kelp lives. 

blade

bladder

stipe

www.aquariuminfo.org

Visit the Aquarium

• Directions/Map

• Cost

Kelp Exhibit

• Animal Guide

• Kelp Bed Maps

• Preservation

Check out our newest 

exhibit at the aquarium: 

the kelp exhibit! You will 

see these hundred-foot 

plants up close! The exhibit 

is full of these brown algae 

plants, along with fish, 

crustaceans, and snails that 

are all native to the Pacific 

Ocean. 

holdfast

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.

Which of the following sentences would probably most match the point of view of 

the author of the passage?

a. Kelp is similar to land plants, with a few differences. 

b. Kelp forests lead predators to their prey. 

c. Sea urchins are helpful to giant kelp. 

d. Kelp is not necessary for animals’ survival. 

Write at least one detail from the passage that supports the author’s point of 

view that sea urchins are harmful to kelp.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Giant kelp forests off the coast of Australia became classified as endangered in 

2012. After reading the passage, why do you think it is important for giant kelp to 

be protected?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

R.6

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.

Which of the following sentences would probably most match the point of view of 

the author of the passage?

a. Kelp is similar to land plants, with a few differences. 

b. Kelp forests lead predators to their prey. 

c. Sea urchins are helpful to giant kelp. 

d. Kelp is not necessary for animals’ survival. 

Write at least one detail from the passage that supports the author’s point of 

view that sea urchins are harmful to kelp.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Giant kelp forests off the coast of Australia became classified as endangered in 

2012. After reading the passage, why do you think it is important for giant kelp to 

be protected?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

R.6

A sea urchin eats through the holdfast, releasing it from its location. Sea urchins 

damage and kill kelp. 

Answers will vary. 

Possibility: There is so much life in kelp forests. Animals rely on it for protection 

and food. 

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Underwater Forests

When you think of forests, you probably think of those on land, like 

pine forests or rainforests. But did you know there are underwater forests, too? 

These forests are filled with hundreds of living organisms, including plants called 

algae. Sometimes this algae is called seaweed.

One type of seaweed is a brown algae called giant kelp: the tallest of 

all the underwater plants. Kelp is a fast-growing plant that lives in cool, shallow 

ocean water. It can grow over one foot longer each day, growing as long as 100 

feet! A small area of kelp is called a bed, while the large areas are called kelp 

forests. These underwater forests stretch for miles along the west coast of 

North America. 

Giant kelp has a stem called a stipe. A stipe is like a thick, flexible piece 

of rope which helps the kelp bend and wave as the water moves. Leaf-like blades 

grow from the stipe and provide shelter for many types of fish. 

The same way that land plants use the sun’s energy in their leaves to 

make food, kelp uses the sun’s energy to make food in its blades. Most types of 

kelp have little pods filled with gas, called bladders, 

on the stipe near the blades. The bladders help the kelp 

blades float to the surface to absorb sunlight. 

One way kelp differs from land plants is that 

it doesn’t have roots. Instead, the base of the plant is 
a giant, tangled cluster of “fingers” called the holdfast. 

Acting as an anchor, it grips onto rocks on the sea floor

to keep the kelp in place. An animal called a sea urchin will 

often eat through the holdfast, releasing it from its location. 

Many animals such as sea otters, sea lions, seals, and gray whales use 

large kelp forests for protection, hiding from predators like sharks and killer 

whales. They also eat the fish living there. Sea otters eat the sea urchins that can 

damage or kill the kelp as well. Birds feed on the fish, shrimp, jellyfish, and snails 

that live in and on the kelp. There is so much life in this ecosystem!

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.

What is a stipe?

a.  blade b.  rope

c.  stem d.  plant

The author describes a stipe, “like a thick, flexible piece of rope.” How does this 

help the reader? 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Which of these words is the closest to the meaning of the word stretch? 

These underwater forests stretch for miles along the west coast of North America.

a.  bounce b.  exercise

c.  give d.  spread

Why did the author write “fingers” (in quotation marks) in the following sentence? 

The base of the plant is a giant, tangled cluster of “fingers” called the holdfast.

a. someone is speaking

b. they aren’t actually fingers, but it’s a way to describe the holdfast

c. it’s the title of a chapter in a book

d. the author couldn’t think of another word

Write your own sentence to explain a kelp’s holdfast:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

R.4

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.

What is a stipe?

a.  blade b.  rope

c.  stem d.  plant

The author describes a stipe, “like a thick, flexible piece of rope.” How does this 

help the reader? 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Which of these words is the closest to the meaning of the word stretch? 

These underwater forests stretch for miles along the west coast of North America.

a.  bounce b.  exercise

c.  give d.  spread

Why did the author write “fingers” (in quotation marks) in the following sentence? 

The base of the plant is a giant, tangled cluster of “fingers” called the holdfast.

a. someone is speaking

b. they aren’t actually fingers, but it’s a way to describe the holdfast

c. it’s the title of a chapter in a book

d. the author couldn’t think of another word

Write your own sentence to explain a kelp’s holdfast:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

R.4

It helps the reader understand the stipe is not a thin, firm stem like most land 

plants have. 

Answers will vary. 

Possibility: A kelp’s holdfast keeps the plant in place by wrapping around a rock.

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.
R.5

Use the information from the passage to label the illustration of kelp:

The illustration did not include the holdfast. Using the description from the 

passage, draw the holdfast on the illustration above and label it. 

How are the ideas in this passage mostly organized?

a. in chronological order to tell the sequence of kelp’s growth

b. through compare and contrast of land and underwater plants

c. as a problem/solution of how kelp protects animals

d. through cause and effect of animals endangering kelp

What can cause kelp to die?

a.  urchins eat through the holdfast b.  sea otters eat urchins

c.  gray whales hide in kelp and eat fish d.  urchins live in the holdfast

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.
R.5

blade

bladder

stipe

holdfast

Use the information from the passage to label the illustration of kelp:

The illustration did not include the holdfast. Using the description from the 

passage, draw the holdfast on the illustration above and label it. 

How are the ideas in this passage mostly organized?

a. in chronological order to tell the sequence of kelp’s growth

b. through compare and contrast of land and underwater plants

c. as a problem/solution of how kelp protects animals

d. through cause and effect of animals endangering kelp

What can cause kelp to die?

a.  urchins eat through the holdfast b.  sea otters eat urchins

c.  gray whales hide in kelp and eat fish d.  urchins live in the holdfast

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.

Which of the following sentences would probably most match the point of view of 

the author of the passage?

a. Kelp is similar to land plants, with a few differences. 

b. Kelp forests lead predators to their prey. 

c. Sea urchins are helpful to giant kelp. 

d. Kelp is not necessary for animals’ survival. 

Write at least one detail from the passage that supports the author’s point of 

view that sea urchins are harmful to kelp.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Giant kelp forests off the coast of Australia became classified as endangered in 

2012. After reading the passage, why do you think it is important for giant kelp to 

be protected?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

R.6

PREVIEW
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.

Which of the following sentences would probably most match the point of view of 

the author of the passage?

a. Kelp is similar to land plants, with a few differences. 

b. Kelp forests lead predators to their prey. 

c. Sea urchins are helpful to giant kelp. 

d. Kelp is not necessary for animals’ survival. 

Write at least one detail from the passage that supports the author’s point of 

view that sea urchins are harmful to kelp.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Giant kelp forests off the coast of Australia became classified as endangered in 

2012. After reading the passage, why do you think it is important for giant kelp to 

be protected?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

R.6

A sea urchin eats through the holdfast, releasing it from its location. Sea urchins 

damage and kill kelp. 

Answers will vary. 

Possibility: There is so much life in kelp forests. Animals rely on it for protection 

and food. 
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Underwater Forests

When you think of forests, you probably think of those on land, like 

pine forests or rainforests. But did you know there are underwater forests, too? 

These forests are filled with hundreds of living organisms, including plants called 

algae. Sometimes this algae is called seaweed.

One type of seaweed is a brown algae called giant kelp: the tallest of 

all the underwater plants. Kelp is a rapid-growing plant that lives in cool, shallow 

ocean water. It can grow over one foot longer each day, measuring as long as 100 

feet full-grown! A small region of kelp is called a bed, while the large expanses are 

called kelp forests. These underwater forests stretch for miles along the west 

coast of North America. 

Giant kelp has a stem called a stipe. A stipe is like a thick, flexible piece 

of rope which helps the kelp bend and sway as the water moves. Leaf-like blades 

grow from the stipe and provide shelter for many types of fish. 

The same way that land plants use the sun’s energy in their leaves to 

make food, kelp uses the sun’s energy to make food in its blades. Most types of 

kelp have little pods filled with gas, called bladders, 

on the stipe near the blades. The bladders help the kelp 

blades float to the surface to absorb sunlight. 

Contrasting land plants, kelp doesn’t have roots.
Instead, the base of the plant is a giant, tangled cluster of 

“fingers” called the holdfast. Acting as an anchor, it grasps 
onto rocks on the sea floor to keep the kelp in place. An 

organism called a sea urchin will often eat through the 

holdfast, releasing it from its location. 

Many mammals such as sea otters, sea lions, seals, and gray whales 

use the vast kelp forests for protection, hiding from predators like sharks and 

killer whales. They consume the fish living there, and the sea otters eat the sea 

urchins that can damage or kill the kelp. Birds feed on the fish, shrimp, jellyfish, 

and snails that live in and on the kelp. There is so much life in this ecosystem!

PREVIEW
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.

What is a stipe?

a.  blade b.  rope

c.  stem d.  plant

What does the simile, “like a thick, flexible piece of rope,” compare? How does 

this help the reader? 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Which of these words is the closest to the meaning of the word stretch? 

These underwater forests stretch for miles along the west coast of North America.

a.  bounce b.  exercise

c.  give d.  spread

Why did the author write “fingers” (in quotation marks) in the following sentence? 

The base of the plant is a giant, tangled cluster of “fingers” called the holdfast.

a. someone is speaking

b. they aren’t actually fingers, but it’s a way to describe the holdfast

c. it’s the title of a chapter in a book

d. the author couldn’t think of another word

Write your own sentence to explain a kelp’s holdfast:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

R.4
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.

What is a stipe?

a.  blade b.  rope

c.  stem d.  plant

What does the simile, “like a thick, flexible piece of rope,” compare? How does 

this help the reader? 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Which of these words is the closest to the meaning of the word stretch? 

These underwater forests stretch for miles along the west coast of North America.

a.  bounce b.  exercise

c.  give d.  spread

Why did the author write “fingers” (in quotation marks) in the following sentence? 

The base of the plant is a giant, tangled cluster of “fingers” called the holdfast.

a. someone is speaking

b. they aren’t actually fingers, but it’s a way to describe the holdfast

c. it’s the title of a chapter in a book

d. the author couldn’t think of another word

Write your own sentence to explain a kelp’s holdfast:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

R.4

The simile is comparing the stipe to a piece of rope. It helps the reader 

understand the stipe is not a thin, firm stem like most land plants have. 

Answers will vary. 

Possibility: A kelp’s holdfast keeps the plant in place by wrapping around a rock.
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.
R.5

Use the information from the passage to label the illustration of kelp:

The illustration did not include the holdfast. Using the description from the 

passage, draw the holdfast on the illustration above and label it. 

How are the ideas in this passage mostly organized?

a. in chronological order to tell the sequence of kelp’s growth

b. through compare and contrast of land and underwater plants

c. as a problem/solution of how kelp protects animals

d. through cause and effect of animals endangering kelp

What effect can a sea urchin have on kelp?

a.  urchins eat the holdfast b.  sea otters eat urchins

c.  urchins damage and kill kelp d.  urchins live in the holdfast
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.
R.5
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stipe
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a. in chronological order to tell the sequence of kelp’s growth

b. through compare and contrast of land and underwater plants

c. as a problem/solution of how kelp protects animals

d. through cause and effect of animals endangering kelp

What effect can a sea urchin have on kelp?

a.  urchins eat the holdfast b.  sea otters eat urchins

c.  urchins damage and kill kelp d.  urchins live in the holdfast
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.
R.6

SEA URCHINS

Sea urchins are vital to the ocean ecosystem. Sea urchins have many predators, and if the 

sea urchin population decreased, the animals that eat them would begin to die off. An 

overpopulation of sea urchins can also be harmful. One predator of the sea urchin, the sea 

otter, used to be hunted by humans for its fur. At one time, the sea otter population became 

so small because of overhunting that there was a massive increase of sea urchins. Sea 

urchins feed on seaweed and kelp. With this increase of sea urchins, seaweed and kelp was 

being eliminated at an alarming rate. 

Which statement best expresses the point of view of the author of Sea Urchins?

a. It is important for there to be a balance of living things in an ecosystem. 

b. The sea urchin is more harmful than helpful. 

c. Sea otters are not beneficial to the ocean ecosystem. 

d. An increase in the sea urchin population would not affect the oceans. 

Write at least one detail from the passage, Underwater Forests, that supports 

the author’s point of view that sea urchins are harmful to kelp.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How does the point of view of the author of Underwater Forests differ from the 

author of Sea Urchins? How are they similar?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
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Answer these questions about Underwater Forests.
R.6

SEA URCHINS

Sea urchins are vital to the ocean ecosystem. Sea urchins have many predators, and if the 

sea urchin population decreased, the animals that eat them would begin to die off. An 

overpopulation of sea urchins can also be harmful. One predator of the sea urchin, the sea 

otter, used to be hunted by humans for its fur. At one time, the sea otter population became 

so small because of overhunting that there was a massive increase of sea urchins. Sea 

urchins feed on seaweed and kelp. With this increase of sea urchins, seaweed and kelp was 

being eliminated at an alarming rate. 

Which statement best expresses the point of view of the author of Sea Urchins?

a. It is important for there to be a balance of living things in an ecosystem. 

b. The sea urchin is more harmful than helpful. 

c. Sea otters are not beneficial to the ocean ecosystem. 

d. An increase in the sea urchin population would not affect the oceans. 

Write at least one detail from the passage, Underwater Forests, that supports 

the author’s point of view that sea urchins are harmful to kelp.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How does the point of view of the author of Underwater Forests differ from the 

author of Sea Urchins? How are they similar?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

The author of Underwater Forests shares how sea urchins are harmful to kelp. 

Although the author of Sea Urchins discusses how it can harm kelp, there is a 

bigger focus on how sea urchins are important to the ecosystem.  

A sea urchin eats through the holdfast, releasing it from its location. Sea urchins 

damage and kill kelp. 
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Underwater Forests

When you think of forests, you probably think of those on land, like 

pine forests or rainforests. But did you know there are underwater forests, too? 

These forests are filled with hundreds of living things. Plants called algae live in 

these forests. Sometimes this algae is called seaweed.

One type of seaweed is a brown algae. It is called giant kelp. It is the 

tallest of all the underwater plants. Kelp is a fast-growing plant that lives in cool, 

shallow ocean water. It can grow over one foot longer each day. It can grow as 

long as 100 feet! A small area of kelp is called a bed. The large areas are called 

kelp forests. These underwater forests stretch for miles along the west coast of 

North America. 

Giant kelp has a stem called a stipe. A stipe is like a thick, flexible piece 

of rope. This helps the kelp bend and wave as the water moves. Leaf-like blades 

grow from the stipe. These blades give a home to many types of fish. 

Land plants use the sun’s energy in their leaves to make food. Kelp also 
uses the sun’s energy to make food in its blades. Most types of kelp have little 

pods. The pods are filled with air. They are on the 

stipe near the blades. These pods are called bladders. 

The bladders help the kelp blades float to get sunlight. 

One way kelp differs from land plants is that 

it doesn’t have roots. Instead, the base of the plant is a 
giant, tangled cluster of “fingers” called the holdfast. The 
holdfast acts as an anchor. It grips onto rocks on the sea 

floor to keep the kelp in place. An animal called a sea 

urchin will often eat through the holdfast. That loosens it from its location. 

Many animals use large kelp forests to stay safe from predators. Sea 

otters, sea lions, seals, and gray whales hide in kelp from sharks and killer whales. 

They also eat the fish living there. Sea otters eat the sea urchins that can 

damage or kill the kelp as well. Birds feed on the fish, shrimp, jellyfish, and snails 

that live in and on the kelp. There is so much life in this ecosystem!
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